
Students have the power to creatively capture learning
with up to ten learning artifacts per post. 

Students can advocate for themselves and leverage their
communication strengths using a variety of tools.  

Promote Student Agency with Multimedia

Leadership teams can create and assign templated
Portfolios for their entire district, select schools, and/or
specific grades (K-12). 

Create District Portfolios 

If enabled, teachers can access all students within
their school to easily support student progress or post
on a student’s behalf.

Students can share a URL link to their Portfolio and
connect their learning to authentic audiences.

Support Mentorship

District-created Portfolio templates (K-12) for intentional, organized, and ongoing documentation 

Multimedia to capture diverse learning experiences and promote student agency

Portfolios that “live outside of the class” to facilitate diverse mentorship opportunities 

Mobile app to promote documentation on the go

URL Portfolio link sharing for students to connect their learning to authentic audiences

Portrait of a Graduate 
Empower students to meaningfully capture, connect, and build their Portrait of a Graduate

5 Ways to bring your collective vision to life with SpacesEDU

SpacesEDU.com

Learning Happens Everywhere 

SpacesEDU's mobile app goes where students go. Students can easily and creatively document
moments in and out of the classroom, truly bringing their Portrait of a Graduate to life! 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=app.myblueprint&hl=en
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/myblueprint-portfolios/id1500317455?ls=1
https://spacesedu.com/en/portrait-of-a-graduate/
https://spacesedu.com/en/portrait-of-a-graduate/


Bring SpacesEDU to your Class! 

Even though Portfolios “live outside of the class,” diverse learning and assessment opportunities are active
components in each and every classroom. SpacesEDU's Class feature provides the flexibility teachers are looking for.

Upload custom learning standards and apply to Posts 
Organize and track coverage of learning standards 
Support the metacognition of learning  with
conversations surrounding growth.

SpacesEDU makes it easy to:

Curriculum Tags & Proficiency Tracking

Family & Community Engagement 

Invited family receive their own Family Account.

Families can comment on student learning within a
SpacesEDU Class using the same great media options
that are available to both students and teachers! 

Learning doesn't stop with that first Post! 

Students and teachers can continually add to Posts with
written or media-based comments for ongoing
reflection. 

Ongoing Reflection

Copy from the Class into the Portrait

of a Graduate Portfolio!  

Students will quite naturally make connections to
their Portrait of a Graduate, so copying a Post from
the Class into the Portrait of a Graduate Portfolio is a
natural fit for meaningful connections! 

A teacher’s classroom is... Dynamic. Inspiring. Vibrant. 


